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vSiuce the publication of my iiapci' on (lie moiitli parts of the Dipli-ra, jirintL'tl in

the Transaction^ of the American Eiitoinoloi;ieal Society for 189,4', I have continued

gathering material, have examined the oral parts of a very large number of species ol"

all orders, and am more than ever convinced thai in all essentials the conclusions

already published by me are correct— revoliitioiiarv as they seem a( (irst sight. That

my ideas have not found unquestioned acceptance is not siir[)i'ising ; but no one has,

to my knowledge, published anything that disproves the i)oints made by me. It has

been suggested, however, because I have not made continual reference to the works of

previous authors, that I was ignorant of the literature, and sevi-ra! papers have been

cited as contradicting m\' conclusions.

As a mattei- of fact I believe 1 am fully aware of all that has Itecii written on the

subject, and liavt', in each case whei'e my attention has been called to a ])aper, studied

it carefully, and found nearly always (hat the facts given beai- me out, though the con-

clusions are adverse ; sim|)ly because no author has seriously questioned the univer-

sally accejiteil homology of the month parts in the various ordei's. ls\\ own studies

have been made on a basis so radically dillerent from any heretofore accepted, that my
results must stand on them alone, and my conclusions, if valid, must stand on the facts

as they appear to me. I have used principally the dissecting needles in my woi-k ; but

have not neglected the section cutter. This latter insti-ument has been rather too

much used at the e.x])ense of the needles, and its results, though uiidoulitedly accui-ate

as a record of facts, are easily misinterpreted if the basic homology which is assunuil
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to exist is inaccurate. For the reasons just given no references to previous writers

will be made, except incidentally, and as I have in some respects modified my views

as to the homology of certain of the i)ai-ts, I will go into the entire subject in such

detail as is necessary to prove my [)oint ; but without reprinting my first paper, which

should be herewith consulted.

T do not expect denial at this day, when I claim that no explanation of the homol-

ogies of the mouth parts of insects can be considered satisfactory which will not stand

the test of ci'iticism by the theory of evolution. Tf we assume the origin of all insects

from one original type, we must, necessaiily, assume that all the mouth structui'es are

derivatives of one type, and we must so study them as to be able to explain, step by

step, just what specializations have occurred. We may not be able to complete en-

tirely each link in the chain of evidence, but we can, at any rate, reach a result con-

sistent with all the facts known to us. Any explanation which satisfies all the require-

ments of a regular and natural development is to be prefei'rcd to one which demands

an unexplained specialization of any part, not in line with its function in other series.

It is therefore necessary to study carefully the make-up of every separate mouth

organ, and of every sclerite in each, to become thoroughly familiar with its uses and

to ascertain the lines in which it varies or develops.

It may be premised that the mouth parts of the Hemiptera in their present con-

dition are not included in the range of these studies. I have examined numerous

specimens and have devoted especial attention to Cicada and Thrips—the latter

classed as hemipterous for present purposes only—and 1 believed at one time that I

had made out the remnants of a mandibular sclerite, and so published it. Mr. C. L.

Marlatt questioned my conclusions and asserted that the mandibles are represented by

one pair of bristles. While I believe that I was wrong in my identification of the man-

dibular sclerite, 1 am yet convinced that I am correct in claiming that beak and seta"

are all maxillary structures. I have concluded, however, after a careful review of all

my preparations and of what has been written, that the Hemiptera in the mouth struc-

ture are not descended from any well-developed mandibulate type, and that no trace of

true mandibular structure occurs in any present form.

In other words, the Hemiptera equal all the other oi'ders combined in rank, for all

others are mandibulate or derivatives from a mandibulate type. The archetypal Thy-

sauuran with undeveloped mouth organs varied in two directions—toward the

haustellate type now perfected in our present Hemiptera, and to the mandibulate type:

and there has never since been any tendency toward a combination. The haustellate

type proved ill adapted for variation and there is, in consequence, a remarkable same-

ness throughout. This kind of structure must be studied on an entirely new basis to
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get at the steps by which the present " beak " was developed, and my material is not

sufficient foi- that purpose. The mandibulate type, on the contrary, proved well

adapted for variation, and its differences and modifications are here traced.

For convenience, Kolbe's figures of the mouth parts of a gTasshoi)i)er are repro-

duced on PL IIT, Fig. 22, and may be i-eferred to in connection with the following

explanation.

In a well-developed mandibulate mouth we have, forming an upper lip, the lab-

rum, often notched in front or toothed ; but never a paired organ, never with appen-

dages, and never mechanical in function. It is articulated at base to the clypeus and

serves to shield or protect the mouth in front; as a matter of fact, not a functional

mouth structure at all. It is marked Ihr in all figures.

More or less intimately associated Avith it on the inner side is the epipharynx, which

is compared in function witii the palate of vertebrates, and is furnished with sensory

hairs, pegs or pittings. It may be so closely united with the labrum as to form, i)rac-

tically, a part of it, or may be entirely free. If free from the labrum, the epipharynx

is more closely united with the other mouth parts, and in such cases its supports go to

the mentum or labial structures. Not infrequently it has attachments to both. In

foi-m it may be a mere pointed process, or it may be a more or less divided, plate-like

organ; but its functions are gustatory or sensory in all cases—it never becomes a

functional mechanical structure, and I have never found it without a more or less de-

veloiJcd labrum to shield it. It is lettered epi in all figures.

Just below these covering and gustatorj^ organs is a paii* of mechanical structures

—the mandibles—set, one on each side of the head, and attached to the inferior margin

of the epicraniuni or an extension from it. These mandibles are never jointed, rarely

bear appendages, and never such as are functional, rarely have a movable tooth, and

are usually solid and highly chitinized. They are actualh' made up of a number of

sclerites, laterally united, but distinguishable hi ceilain types like Cojjris, PI. I, Fig. 8.

I have elsewhei'c named and homologized these sclerites ; but as the matter is not in

dis})utc, and of no importance here, a simple reference to the figure in which they arc

named is all that is necessary. The position of this pair of mouth structures is iuva-

riable. fhcy are completely disassociated from the maxillary or labial structures and

remain attached to the head wlicii all the othei- parts are i-emoved in a body. They

attach b}^ socket joints to the epicraniuni and their tendons and muscles attach to

its inner surface. They never change in function, never become united with or

attached to the other mouth ortrans and never become internal structures. When not

needed for chewing or biting the tendency is to obsolescence: never toward a change

into a thrusting or piercing organ, so far as my observations extend.
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Below the mandibles are found a pair of maxilhe, made up in all cases of a number

of sclerites, and nearly always supplied with palpi or jointed tactile organs. The

more particular consideration of these organs and their parts may be somcAvhat

deferred.

Forming the lower lip and closing the mouth inferiorly is the labium, also made

up of a number of sclerites and usually fuaiished with palpi. It is never entirely

paired in existing insects, but is assumed to be made up of two more or less united

structures, similar in essential character to the maxilla, as has been well stated by

Prof J. H. Comstock. This labium is an exceedingly important structure and forms

the oral termination of the digestive tract or the mouth of tlie a^sophagus.

Attached to the inner surface of the labium is tlie hypopharynx, a variably devel-

oped structure, which is supposed to be the remnant of another originally paired organ,

the endo-labium. I have never seen the genera in which it is said to be well devel-

oped, hence have no well-founded opinion to offer. I find it uniformly a single organ,

often highly developed and gustatory in function, sometimes a merely passive structure

more or less closely attached to the ligula, usually very near the opening into the

digestive tract.

Briefly recapitulated, the insect mouth, when most fully developed, consists of

two pairs of lateral jaws moving in a horizontal plane between an upper and a loAver

lip, which are furnished with gustatory structures forming the roof and the floor of the

mouth respectively. This mouth is adapted for biting and chewing and varies to types

adapted to lapping, to sucking only, and to piercing and sucking. The problem before

me is to ascertain by Avhat modifications these different changes in type have become

established.

If we examine the head of a well-developed mandibulate insect from the under

side

—

Cojyris Carolina, PI. I, Fig. 7, may serve as type—we find, centrally, thegula or

throat, bounded laterally by the gen;e or cheeks, extending to the posterior margin of

the head and bearing anteriorly the laljium. The labium Avhen carefully dissected out

is found to consist of a broad basal plate, the submentum, more or less firmly articu-

lated to the gula and never, in existing insects, a paired organ. It bears anteriorly

another plate, the mentum, also a united organ, though sometimes traces of a division

are apparent. It is usually smaller than the submentum, sometimes membranous,

often entirely separated and frequently so united with the latter part that the two are

not separable. Though the submentum is the most persistent and dominant structure

it has been customary to use the term mentum to apply to the united sclerites, and it

will become convenient for me to so use the term hereafter when no confusion or mis-

understanding can b2 occasioned. The structure is lettered m in all the figures.
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Attached and articulated to the mentum anteriorly are the central ligula, a pair of

l)araglo.s.sa bounding it, and a pair of palpigers, one at each outer edge, bearing the

labial palpi.

The ligula or glossa, marked gl in all the figures, is a paired organ only in the

more generalized orders, and is usually present as a single, central sti-ucture, which may

be either chitinous and rigid or membranous and flexible. It is the most persistent of

all the labial structures, is never attached except to the mentum, and always has asso-

ciated with it the hypopharynx where that is present. We always find at its base the

opening into the alimentary canal, or oesophagus, as this part of it is termed, and this

must ever be the test of labial structures—that they are attached to the mentum and

have at their base the opening into the alimentary canal. The association is never

broken, and the ba-^e of the ligula, whatever its form or however it is modified, always

marks this point. On the other hand, by tracing the alimentary canal to its external

opening, we can always recognize the ligula by its position, however little it may re-

semble normal types.

The paraglossiL' are sometimes intimately united with the ligula, sometimes com-

pletely separated from it : they may be of the same or a dillerent texture ; but they

always arise from the mentum on each side of and close to the central structure. Their

tendency is to obsolescence, but they may become united and form a bed for the ligula

which remains the inner organ. Tiieir range of variation is not great; they are nev'cr

jointed, and never become mechanical structures.

Tlie palpi are tactile in function under all circumstances, though they may lose

this function in great part and may, by coalescence, form a sheathing to the ligula.

They are never, under any circumstances, attached anywhere except to the mentum,

directly or indirectly, and their location must be constantly the same. They camiot,

without losing their essential chai'acter, become disassociated from the mentum.

nor can they ever form an envelope or covering for it, or for the submentum, with-

out a change entirely at variance with any reasonable theory of development. To

accomi)lish this they would first lose their character as labial appendages. In

brief, the labium is tlie external beginning of the alimentary canal, and none of the

parts ever lose this association. Whatever their modification, no hibial >tructui-es

can ever be joined to the sides of the head outside of mandibular or maxillary

structures.

As an illustration of the mo>t generalized form of labium at present kutnvn to

me, the roach (/'criphnieta orienUdis, Pi. II, Fig. 16) may be selected. Here we find

the mentum with a well-defined impression resembling a suture, and bearing a broatl

paired structure, Croni whicii arise the slender, two-jointed ligula, the broad, lleshy
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paraglossse, and the three-jointed labial palpi. This generalized structure fixes tlie

relation of the parts, and from it we may pass to more specialized types.

In Harjmlus cah'gmosus ( PI. Ill, Fig. 7 ) we have a case where the ligula forms

a single, central organ, laterally bounded and on one side completely enveloped by the

softer 2)araglossa3. The location of the palpi remains essentially the same. We have

here two cases showing the change of a two-jointed membranous paired organ into a

single, rigid, chitinous structure, and the identity of the parts is not questioned, nor

I believe, questionable.

If we cari-y our dissections one step ftirther and from the fresh specimen remove

not only the highly chitinized parts, but also the softer attached structures, leaving

maxillie and mandibles undisturbed, we find in all cases the ojsophagus in the cavity

below the mentum and submentum, and these sclerites afford attachments for neces-

sai'y muscles. They also form, by means of chitinous extensions and processes, a

chamber or cavity protecting the oesophagus and supplying muscular attachments

when a sucking or pumping sti'ucture is needed. Thus the mentum and submentum,

whether separated or united, are always inferior coverings to the oesophagus. To sup-

port this structure, processes sometimes extend almost or quite to the upper or anterior

surface of the head, and in many cases, where the epipharynx is separated from the

labium, it is connected by means of long processes with the mentum. This is true in

many Coleoptera, quite usual in the Hymenoptera, and occasionally found also in the

Diptera. In PI. I, Fig. 6, is a lateral view of the labium of Copris Carolina when

completely dissected out, and the clubbed processes, loosely attached to the inferior

prolongation of the submentum, normally support the epipharynx. In PI. I, Fig. 9,

and PL II, Fig. 18, we note similar processes in Andreiia vicina with jmrt of the epi-

pharynx still attached, and in /'olistes metricus, where the structures are complete.

Precisely the same structures occur in Simulium ( PI. I, Fig. 1''), as will be moi'e fully

noted hereafter. It may be stated that I have adoi)ted the term " fulcrum," used by

Macloskie and others, to designate the structure formed b}' the mentum and submen-

tum and containing the beginning of the alimentary canal.

In Polistes metricus (PI. II, Fig. 18'') I show the labium completely dissected

out, with all its attaclnnents, viewed laterally. • It will be noted that here the mentum

and submentum are united, highly chitinized, and foi'm a scoop-shaped structure,

bearing at one end the labial structures and enclosing normally the beginning of the

oesophagus. Attached by long chitinous rods to the posterior angles is the epiphar-

ynx, so that hypopharynx and epipharynx are borne on the same base, are closely op-

posed to each other and may be manipulated by muscles arising close together. The

origin of the palpi is shown from the mentum. On PI. 11, Fig. 18", aie shown ligula
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and paiaglossK of this same I'olistes. The structures arc here membranous, some-

what bladder-like, and well adapted for lapping by means of flattened, bent processes,

set in series on the entire inner sni'face. The paraglossio are completely separated and

the mouth opening is shown at the base of the figure, as well as the chitinons I'ing

marking the beginning of the (esophagus.

In Andrena vicina (PI. I, Fig. 9) we find a similar yet quite ditlerent structure,

i. e., the same jjarts, used for much the same purpose, yet considerably modified in de-

tail. The mentum is here much longer, more shallow, but similarly bears the epiphar-

yn.\ on chitinous rods. The ligula is more infiated and the paraglossie are nuich

reduced, but the palpi originate as before, and we have simply an illustration of the

variation in form found in th.is united mentum and submentum. It is important to

note here that in /'olistes, Andreaa, and indeed the Hymenoptera generally, the lal)ial

structures are free from all lateral attachments to the head and may sometimes be pro-

jected forward quite a distance. The attachment to the head, indeed, is muscular and

membranous entirely, and there is no direct articulation to any point by chitinous or

rigid processes. There is nothing therefore to prevent the growth of the head sclerites

around the mentum, which would thus become an internal structure—as has actually

happened in the Diptera.

Another feature upon which Dr. Packard rightly places great stress is that a

salivary duct opens into the hypopharynx at the base of the ligula, which he thereby

identifies. As this ligula is always attached to the mentum, it follows that this struc-

ture may be identified in the same way, while no sti'uctures not originating from the

same point can be labial in character.

Before studying further the specializations of the labial structures, it may be well

to say that they sometimes tend to become useless or obsolete, or so much i-educed that

they are difficult of recognition ; and, curiously enough, in such eases the palpi seem

to be the persistent organs. Thus in some species of Scoliidce among the Hymenop-

tera the mentum bears only little, feebly developed palpi. A striking case is in the

Panorpidio, where on PI. Ill, Fig. 4'', the mouth structui'cs of Jiittacus sirigosu-^ are

shown. Here ligula and paragloss;e have disappeared entirely ; but the palpi are dis-

tinct and the curiously developed hypophai'ynx mai'ks the beginning of the opening

into the oesophagus.

A modification of this type is to be found in the Lepidoptera, where practically in

all cases the palpi alone, attached to a plate of variable size and shape, represent the

labial structures.

It seems a long jump from the reduced type in I'anorpidxe to the fully developed

labium of the Ajmhi' ; yet, except for the fact that all the parts are nuicli elongated,
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there is no difFerence from Andrena or Polisteg, which have heeu ah-eady studied. I

have found no sjiecies which shows all the pai'ts more fully developed than Xenoglossa

pruinosa (PI. II, Fig. 15). Here all the parts are equally developed and all are func-

tional; hence it makes a good starting point. The mentum is not shown in the figure

except at the point to w^hich the other parts are attached, and surmounting it cen-

trally, we find the ligula
; here a united, though extremely flexible oi-gan. Lying cen-

trally upon it, so as to close a groove, is the hypopharynx, in this case not easily separ-

able from the ligula. xirising close to the central organ on each side are the para-

glossse; almost as long as the glossa itself, flexible, unjointed, flattened and a little

incurved at the margins so as to form, when closely applied to it, a partial shield for

the ligula. Outside of all, situated at the outer margins of the mentum, are the palpi.

These are four-jointed; but the basal joints are enormously elongated in proportion to

the terminal two, and they are also flattened out, broadened and infolded, so that when

at rest they cover and almost conceal the other labial parts, though not extending for-

ward as far as they. In this insect the structures just described are almost entirely

covered by the maxillte, and a ti-ansverse section (PI. II, Fig. 15") is interesting and

instructive. It represents the structure at about the middle of the combined maxilUe

and labium and illustrates the relative position of the parts.

The tendency in the bees is toward a loss of the paraglossfo, which shorten grad-

ually until they disappear altogether, as represented in a species of Bomhus figured in

PI. Ill, Fig. 15. Every intergrade is represented in any good series of bee mouth

parts, and in their rudimentary condition, without function, they appear in Bomhus sp.,

re])resented on PI. Ill, Fig. 6. The palpi retain their unique development, and in

the figure just cited are seen to be as long as the ligula itself, the basal two joints en-

folding it almost completely, while the terminal joints are much reduced in size and

set near the tip of the second joint, on the outer side. In other species these terminal

joints are proportionately yet more reduced and are sometimes diflticult to find. The
essential point to be noted is that at their best development the paraglossse are not

jointed and that they tend to complete obsolescence in the most highly specialized

types. The palpi in Bomhus require a little further examination : Eeference to the

figure last cited will show a short segment between the mentum and the first lon^

joint, and this is membranous in texture. The mouth parts in Bomhus are folded

when at rest and the hinge is at the mentum ; hence the necessity for some such i)ro-

vision to enable the palpi to bend safely.

Now let us assume that the ligula of this Bomhus l)ecame rigid and chitinized,

and that the edges of the palpi enfolding it became united to form a complete cylinder;

and then let us examine Evistalis tenax (PI, lU, Fig. 5) in the light of this assumj)-
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tion. First let me say that I have ah'eady shown that a cliange from tkxil)le to rigid

hguhi is not uncommon, and the suggested union of the palpi is a much less violent

requirement than that imposed b\- the current explanation of the Dipterous mouth.

Referring for a moment to PI. I, Fig. 3, we see the entire mouth structure of Eristalis

tenctx. Above is the meutiun and submentum, very like the structure already de-

scribed for PoUstes and entirely homologous Avith it, and at its tip we find arising in a

group the structures further enlarged at PL III, Fig. 5. Centrally we find the now-

rigid ligula, deeply grooved in the middle, the channel closed by a flattened, also rigid

and chitinized hypopharynx. Loosely enveloping this central ligula is a more mem-

branous cylinder, evidently made up of two lateral halves, two-jointed, and the ter-

minal joints separated or paired except at the base. As in Bomlms the month of Eris-

talis is hinged, and the joint is also at the base of the ligula. The latter organ is .so

articulated as to allow of the flexion; but in the palpi we find again the [n'ovision

already noted in Bombu><—a flexible, membranous, pseudo-segment. Now if we sec-

tion the Bomhus and M'istalts at the middle, we find the cuts alike, except that in

Eristalis the palpi are completely united over the hypopharynx and closely approxi-

mated at the opposite side. If we section near the tip, the cuts in both cases arc

identical. That this united structure in Eristalis is the united labial palpi seems to

me beyond doubt. In the first place, the point of origin is normal, next to the ligula

and at the tip of the mentum ; and, secondly, it is a jointed organ and therefore can-

not be paraglossa. It is in all points the structure of Bomlms, with the terminal joints

lost and the two halves united for the greatest part of the distance. That tlie parts

named mentum and submentum are really such, is proved by the fact that the hypo-

pharynx, which is not in dispute, originates from and that the (esophagus originates

within it.

In Bomhus fercidns the ligula is unusually developed and much longer than the

labial palpi, while the paraglossa- are wanting. In PI. J II, Fig. 12, is a camera lurida

sketch of the labial parts of a carefully mounted specimen. The structures here ai'C

exactly as normally held when at rest, and only the mentum is a little crushed by the

cover glass on the shallow cell. Xow chitinize this whole structure thoroughly, and

then compare with the drawing of Chri/sops viftatus (PI. Ill, Fig. 13) made in the

>amc way. The magnifications are dilferent, of course, the lioinhus being drawn at

short range with a foui-inch lens while the Chnjsopf^ Avas drawn at long range under a

one-inch objective. The object was to get the two of ap[)roximately the same size for

convenience of comparison. In the Tabanids the mouth parts are rigid and not flexed,

and no sort of joint or hinge is recpiired; hence the slructui-cs ai'e all rigidly united at

tlie base to the mentum. In Bomhus fervidaa the palpi arc reinforced by a heavier
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chitinous rod a little to one side of the middle, and just this sort of structure we tind

everywhere in the Tabanids, lying outside of the ligula at base, articulated to the

outer edge of the mentuni. This, in fact, first led me to suspect the true nature of

the structure. If now we section Bomhus and Tahanus near base, the cuts will be

alike, save that the palpi in the latter are united at one margin. If the cuts are made

toward the tip, the sections are alike— ligula and hypopharynx alone appearing in both

cases. We have then, in Chrysops also, a complete labium, save that the paragloss;e

are absent and the palpi are united on one edge.

In the Simulndo' are many interesting species with generalized mouth structures,

and of these I have studied the " Buffalo gnat," from material kindly furnished by

Dr. Riley, an undetermined Shnulium sent me in numbers by Prof. Aldrich, and an

undetermined little midge collected by me at Anglesea, N. J. The species are prac-

tically identical in the labial structures, and here again the mentum and submentum

strongly recall Polistf.'^ and othei" Hymenoptera. The hypopharynx is well developed

and the ligula are nearly divided ; but I have no satisfactory sections of this insect

and the relations of the parts are not clear to me. At PL I, Fig. 1'', the labium of

the " Butfalo gnat " is shown. In the species sent by Prof Aldrich I succeeded in

getting a dissection illustrating the connection of the epipharynx with the mentum,

and this is illustrated at PI. I, Fig. 1''. This is really an exceedingly interesting speci-

men and it clears up the relation of the frontal prolongation of the mouth. That the

structuie so labeled is really the epipharynx there is little room for doubt, and the

location of the little, chitinous, toothed jirocesses, and their character, leaves no doubt

in my mind that they are mandibular rudiments—exactly as I claimed in my firet

paper. That they can be dermal appendages, as has been claimed, does not seem rea-

sonable to me. They are too highlj^ chitinized in comparison with their surroundings,

and why should they so completely resemble miniatui'c mandibles ? I do not know of

any case of dermal appendages of a similar character, and it is at least passing strange

that such should be developed exactly where, normally, mandibular rudiments might

be reasonably expected.

The tendency in the ])iercing Diptera is constantly in the direction of simplicity

of labial structures, and so we gradually note the loss of all trace of accessory labial

structures, leaving the ligula and hypopharynx as sole representatives. In the As-

ilidiB thei-e arc no other attachments to the mentum, as shown in PI. Ill, Fig. 1-.

These apparently single structures are sometimes interesting in section, as ai)pears

in StomoxTjs calcitrans, PI. I, Fig. 11, Here the cut shows two crescent-shaped struc-

tures connected at one edge by the thinnest kind of a chitinous shell, and closed oppo-

site by a hypopharynx, Avhich is almost tubular in structure.
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Yavy interesting is the modification found in the Emindoi, IWnstvatmg the extreme

in the loss of parts ; for here the hypopharynx is also Avanting, though the salivary

duct remains, opening into the grooved ligula, as shown in PI. Ill, Fig. 2". In this

ease the hyi)opharynx is i-eplaced by an extension and peculiar modification of the

labrum. This sclerite is elongated so as to extend to the tip of the labium, and is

very much dilated, somewhat bulb-like at its base. In PI. Ill, Fig. 2", labrum and

ligula of Ultamjjhomi/ia longicavdn are seen from the side, while in PL II, Fig. 13, are

shown the same structures in Emjns sjiedahilU. The edges of the labrum are tuined

under sufficiently to leave a central chaimel just large enough to receive the ligula.

with which it then forms a closed tul>e through which the food is taken.

In most of tlie Muscid flies we find a structure api)roximating Enstalis with the

labial i)alpi removed; and the parts may l)e longer, or shorter, or differently develoj)ed,

while adding nothing to what has been already shown ; they are, essentially, reduced

piercing structures, no longer functional.

AVe have, howevei", in certain other species, where the mouth structures arc short,

\ei-y poorly developed labial structures. So in Ilermctia mucens (PI. Ill, Fig. 14) the

l)road and large mentum bears only a short, scoop-like ligula. The specimen fi'om

which the figure was made Avas somewhat distorted in mounting and the ligula is

turned just half round. Similar structures occur in the Bibvm/da', and Euparyj)lms

hellus (PI. I, Fig. 12) is not essentially different.

Heretofore the hypopharynx has been referred to mainly in species in which it

was feebly developed anil played but a i)assive part as a covering structure. It is

sometimes a highly specialized sensory structure, though it varies greatly, even when

functional.

A very curious type is found in JiiWicus (1*1. 11 1, Fig. 4'), where it takes the form

of a simple cylindrical process, set with spines, almost like an odd joint of some slen-

der palpus. In Coj)7-is Carolina, PI, I, Fig. 4, showing the epipharynx, may be

accepted as a fair representation of the hyp<)i)hai'yn.\ as wt'll, save tiiat the latter is on

a nnich reduced scale. 'Vhc o^icning iif the salivary ghind is in a dense mass of spe-

cialized spinous processes.

In the Lihcllida, among the dragon flies, we have an inflated, somewhat tongue-

like organ (1*1. I, Fig. 10 ). in wliich the salivary duct is plainly traceable to its open-

ing among a mass of crossed, specialized spines. The surface is richly supplied with

sensory pittings and tactile hairs. It is a great modification from a structure of this

kind to the simple, ribbon-like Ibrm of liumhus, or the flat, slender, chitinous form in

Tahanus ; but the intermediate stages are all present.

To reca])itulate concerning liie labial structures. The mentum and snbmentum
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cover the (esophagus. They may be united so as to form a single organ, and their

tendency is to become internal head structures. The ligula has at its base the opening

into the alimentary canal ; it is rarely paired, may be rigid or flexible, and has closely

associated with it the hypopharynx, recognizable by the salivary duct which it shel-

ters. The pai'aglossa? arise on each side of the ligula or glossa, and may be chitinous

or membranous. They are never jointed, never developed for any specific mechanical

purpose, and theii- tendency is to become obsolete. The labial palpi are essentially

tactile and never become mechanical save as they may form a covering or sheath for

the ligula.

From the most generalized type found in the BlaUuhv the modilication is first

from a divided to a single ligula ; next to a disappearance or obsolescence of the para-

glosste ; later the labial palpi also disappear, and finally the hypopharynx is also dis-

pensed with. There is no break, and nowhere is there any violent change of structui'e

or function.

We are now ready to take up the maxill;^, which, though composed of a larger

number of sclerites, are usually more easily understood in the ordinary t3'pe of man-

dibulate insect. The oi'gan is usually paired and never so completely united as the

labial structures. The two parts are always external to the labium, which it is their

tendency to enfold, and they never have any direct connection with the alimentary

canal. Tiiough the maxillary structures tend to foi-m a covering or sheath for the

labium and its appendages, there is never any intimate connection between them. No
part of the maxilla ever unites with any part of the labium or with any of its appen-

dage-*. The maxilla? are essentially mechanical structures, and their range of variation is

sufficientl}^ great to meet the most diverse possible demands made ujjon them. A dis-

tinct and fundamental characteristic is the fact that each set of sclerites has its own

l)eculiar possibilities and limitations, and once these are understood the most highly

specialized type becomes simply explicable.

On PI. Ill, Fig. 17, is a copy of Prof Comstock's figures of Hijdropliilus, show-

ing the maxilla fiom both surfaces, and these may conveniently serve as a text to

explain the sclerites composing it. At the base is the cardo or hinge, giving attach-

ment to muscles and tendons articulating it to the head. It is to be noted that there

is no firm or chitinous articulation to any head sclerite, and except by muscles or ten-

dons no direct attachment. This we found the case also in the labium in the more

specialized forms, and in the Hymenoptera, for instance, labium and raaxilUe together

are easily dissected out without cutting any but muscular tissue, and without breaking

any chitinous connections or joints. This is in marked contrast with the mandibles

which, when functional, are always firmly articulated by chitinous joints to the external
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head sclerites. Supported upon the caido is tlie stipes or foot-stalk, derivinj^ its mus-

cular attachments largely fi-om the cardo ; but to some extent from the head itself, and

this feature is a variable one. Surmounting the stipes is a palpifer or palpus-bearer,

to which is attached a j^alpus, varying in the number of its joints. This derives all

its muscles from the stipes in the typically developed maxilhf. On the inner side of

the stipes is attached the subgalea, deriving its muscles from the head in large part

;

and this bears a two-jointed galea or hood. It is a matter of some importance to note

that this galea is never more than two-jointed under any circumstances, and that the

tendency is to maintain that number ; though in many instances it is reduced to one

only. It is the most persistent as well as the most variable of the maxillary struc-

tures, and is present when any of them exist at all. Inside of the snbgalca, and

attached to it as a rule, is the lacinia or blade, which may or may not bear a digitus oi'

finger. In the figures just cited we find what may be termed a normal or proportionate

development of all the parts, in which no one sclerite is unduly developed or sjjccial-

ized. Before attempting to study specializations it is important to note that, when

carefully examined, the sclerites are seen to be arranged in three parallel series. That

is to say three separable parts have grown together laterally, and this union bears with

it the possibility of future di-union or separation for special purposes. AVe have as the

inner series lacinia and digitu- ; as the middle, subgalea and galea ; and as the outer

the cardo, stipes and palpifer with the attached palpus. Xow if we examine some of

the Neuroi^tera, e. g., Sialis (PI. Ill, Fig. IG), we find this lateral arrangement very

strongly marked, and it is easily understood that each of these pai-allel sets may have

their own peculiar limitations, and that each may be separately and independently

modified.

But lest this seem, after all, a far-fetched conclusion. Ictus examine the niaxilUe

of Bittacus strigosvs (PL III, Fig. 4''), and we find almost exactly the hypothetical

stale of alfairs actually existing! Lacinia, galea and palpifer all separated, of nearly

equal length, but of (piite difierent appearance. The appearance of a tran-versc sec-

tion made at about the middle is shown a- Fig. 4:'. For a generalized type this form i-

especially valuable, and we may fairly use it as a guide in owv discussion of maxillarj

possibilities.

There is no absolute rule in the matter, but usually the galea tends to become the

dominant maxillary organ. In many N'euro[)lera, and e-pecially in their larval stages,

the laciniate structure is bu-t marked, as illustrated in IM. Ill, Fig. 9, representing

the maxilla of a Perlid larva Here the galea is reduced to a subordinate rank, and in

many prcdaceous Coleoptera it is truly palpilbrm.

In many Orthoplera the development of the galea ju-tilies the name liy fniuiiug
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an almost complete hood over the lacinia. This is well illustrated in the maxilla of the

oriental cockroach, Periplaneta orieatalis, shown at PL III, Fig. 8. At this point a

comparison of the figure ju<t cited with the galea of Simulium (PI. I, Fig. 1") will

prove intere^ting and instructive.

In the Hymenoptera the galea dominate throughout ; no elongated palpifer i< ever

developed, and indeed the maxillary palpi are sometimes almo-t rudimentaiy in the

Apidfe, as shown at PL III, Fig. 15.

In Folistes, illustrated at PL II, Fig. 18\ we find a common type of the Vespidte,

Avhere the lacinia forms a small, blade-like structure, free for almost its entire length,

and the maxillje as a whole shelter a large part of the labium. In those cases in which

the " maxilhe " are elongated, the galea is usually the organ affected.

Thus in many Meloids among the Coleoptera we have the mouth parts elongated,

and a study of the maxilla of Nemognatha (PL III, Fig. 20) shows at once the scler-

ites concerned. Here the lacinia is much i-educed, and if we remove it altogether we

have the normal Lepido[)terous maxilla, which tends to a locking together to form a

complete tube. Recently it has been found that in certain Lepidoptera the lacinia are

actually present, and the figures which I have seen indicate a structure in all essentials

like that of J^eviognatha.

While speaking of the Lepidoptera it may be well to cite Pronuha (PL III, Fig.

21 ), in which the palpifer is elongated in the female and highly specialized into a sen-

sory and tactile structure, though mijointed. In a well-prepared specimen the point of

origin is perfectly clear, and it is entirely homologous with the structure seen in Bitla-

cus. In the male (PL III, Fig. 19) the " tentacle '' is not developed, though the

palpifer is enlarged to some extent.

In the ApidiK, among the Hj'menoptera, the lacinia disappear entirely in extreme

cases, or are at least greatly reduced, while as already stated the palpi are sometimes

scarcely visible. The galea, on the other hand, is very prominently developed, and

when at rest envelopes the ligula and paraglossia almost completely. In PL III, Fig.

15, is represented the usual appearance of all the parts separated, while at PL II, Fig.

15", the transverse section of the mouth structures of Xenoglossa jiruinosa shows their

normal relation when at rest. It is seen that- the galea actually overlap somewhat at

one margin, and a union along this line would be scarcely considered a violent stretch

of the range of variation. Assume such a union, eliminate the paraglossie which are

organs tending to obsolescence, and then compare with the transection of ErMalis

tenax (PL I, Fig. 3
'). If the pal[)ifer be eliminated from this latter figure the cuts are

practically identical.

Returning to our figure of Bomhus (PL III, Fig. 15), we note at the outer edges
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of the galea a series of ridges which, under a high power, look extremely suggestive

of the structures found in the labella- of Diptera, especially where, as for instance in

Bomhylim, the pseudotrachea are imperfectly developed. These ridges vary much in

the species; but are particularly marked in a little Andrena near vicina, if not that

species itself Here we sec (PI. Ill, Fig. 3) the entire inner face clothed with a tliin

membrane which is crossed by numerous closely set fine chitinous lines! I claim that

this structure is the homologue of the pseudoti'acheal structure in the Diptera, and that

in the latter order it is in the galea that the development occurs, as it does here in the

Hymenoptera. The relative differences in size are not of imi)ortance. As to the

l)articular use of this structure in Andrena I have no suggestion to make.

In the Pi-ocecdings Ent. Soc. Washington, Vol. Ill, Mr. Ashmead figures on

PI. Ill, some very suggestive mouth structures of parasitic Hymenoptera, of which

that of a Pteromalid is reproduced on PI. Ill, Fig. 18. The centi-al labium with its

attached structures is much reduced in size, and the maxilliB, bearing the well-devel-

oped palpi, are reduced to a single structure, the galea, resting upon what may be con-

sidered the sti[)es. Xow if we bring these two parts of the maxilhe a little more

closely together, we have almost the exact structure seen in Bihio (PI. Ill, Fig. 11'').

The basal ring, bearing the palpi, corresponds almost exactly to tlie basal ring of

I'teromalus except for size, while except that the surmounting galea are two-jointed,

the correspondence with the upper portion of the structure is ecj^ually marked, 'llie

labium in Bihio is much like that figured in PI. Ill, Fig. 14, for Ilermetia, and in PI.

I, Fig. 12, for Eiqmriiiihus.

I am making no very risky statement when I assert that the selerite to which the

maxillary palpi are attached must of necessity be maxillary; and fui'ther, it is ctpialiy

safe to say that no maxillary selerite can bear a labial appendage : and certainly not a

labial palpus. It would be an absurdity, contrary to all the laws of a natural develop-

ment, for a modified labial pal[)us to become attached to the selerite bearing also the

maxillary [)alpus ; while if we consider it the two-jointed galea, its position is noi'inal,

requires no assumption of change or character, and does not difier in any essential

l)oints IVom the gale of the roach (I'l. I IF, Fig. 8). Yet these two joints in Bihio

will, with a ridged membrane thrown over them, represent the labellale lip of the

Muscid proboscis. That such a ridged meniln-ane is well w itliin the range of galear

variability we found in the Andrena near viciwi (PI. Ill, Fig. ;>).

The structure in Eapaniphus hellus (PI. I, Fig. 12) resembles /'/ero7nalus yet

more closely, in that a single ring only surmounts the segment bearing the palpus. In

this instance the maxilla is reduced to exactly the same segments seen in the Ilymen-

opteron, and logic demands that we recognize them as the same. In this case, how-
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ever, the lower ring is complete

—

i. c, the two halves of the stipes have become

united. That it must be stipes is shown by the fact that it bears the palpus, and

again the surmounting selerite must be maxillary also.

There are other species allied to those already cited in which similar structures

occur ; but I need for the present call attention to only one more ; a species of Olfersia

(PI. II, Fig. 19). Here the ring is complete in front, but broadly open behind, and

bears the chunky, single-jointed palpus. Surmounting is a single selerite, very much

resembling in appearance that of I'teromaliis, and undoubtedly homologous with it.

Of course Olfersia is parasitic in habit, and the mouth parts are specialized for blood-

sucking; but the sclerites composing them are nevertheless derived from the same

source as in the " higher " types.

I have several times referred incidentally to Simulium, and of this the galear

structures are figured ( PI. I, Fig. 1"). Dissecting the paits out carefully we find an

almost complete ring at the base, the stipes, to which the palpus and palpifer are

attached. Surmounting this is a pair of sclerites, each almost a half cylinder, repre-

senting the subgalea, and bearing the two-jointed galea. Here again I claim that the

three joints just referred to 'iuust be maxillary because they are directl}" aiticulated to

the selerite bearing the maxillary palpi, and the labial structui'es are all shown at

Fig. 1".

A step in the direction of union we find in the Anglesea gnat or midge—also a

Simuliid, to which reference has been already made. Here we see (PI. I, Fig. 2') the

subgalea united most of their length at one side, while the galear joints are yet free.

The basal stipes is not figured because none of my specimens showed it clearly ; but

the palpifer, palpus and lacinia. as they are connected with it, are shown in the

specimen.

In the Asilidtti we find another suggestive structure, studied in the light of the

facts already set out. Here we see, as illustrated PI. Ill, Figs. 1" and 1'', the basal

stipes well developed, united posteriorly, but separated in front. The palpifer and its

attached [)alpus are situated at the sides, clearly articulated to the stipes, whose char-

acter is thus fixed. Attached to this stipes is a broad, infolded structure, united be-

hind but open in front; maxillary because of its attachment to the stipes, and sub-

galea from its location. It bears in orderly sequence the two-jointed galea of which

the terminal joints are free. The species of the Asilidce are large and easily dissected,

and the figures were drawn from a species of La/ihria. The attachments are but

little ditferent in the species, and as the figui-es illusti-ate the structure from both

front and rear, the position of the joints should be; clear. These figures will be again

referred to in another connection.
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In all the species heretofore cited the galear joints were more or less distinct and

the psendoti'acheal system was little or not at all developed. As the face of the joints

Ijecomes covered by a ridged membrane the textui'e of the entire sti'ucture chang-es.

It becomes less chitinized, and the chitine is not evenly distributed, causing sutures to

Ijccome indistinct and pooi'ly marked. Yet, keeping in mind the general line of varia-

tion, we can usually reach a correct conclusion.

In a Leptid, species unknown, we find the appearance shown in PI. II, Fig. 1.

Here there is a united basal plate, covered on one surface with a membrane, and from

the cliitinous 2)ortion arises the palpifer with its attached palpus. Surmounting the

chitinous base are two joints, the galea, the ehitinous parts of which only ai'c shown

in outline, the balance of the space being co\ered by membrane. Hei"e again the

attachment of the maxillary palpus to the basal sclerite determines the maxillary char-

acter of all the sclerites dii-ectly articulated to it.

In Iltrmetia mucen< ( PI. II, Fig. 17) the entiie structure is much more membi-an-

ous, jQt the basal chitinous })late is paired, and while the parts are shown in a dis-

torted position, the two galear joints and their relation to the basal, palpus-bearing

structure is yet pei-fectly obvious. The other maxillary structures have coini)letely

disappeared, Avhile what is left of the labium is seen at PI. Ill, Fig. 14.

The mouth parts in some si)ecies of Tlju'la are interesting, and a fair illustration

of one of the "snub-nosed" species is seen at PI. I, Fig. 5. Here the origin of the

paljius at the immediate base of the chitinized part of thelabella indicates its character,

and if we divest the chitine of the surrounding membi'anewe get the appearance shown

at Fig. 5". Pi-actically we have a completely paired organ, the relations of which are

perfectly simple when the confusing and unim[)ortant meml)rane is removed.

The peculiar relation of labrum and lal)ium in the Ein>niliK has been already

noted, and this makes it easy to separate olf all the other parts adhering to the margin

of the head, but not in any way connected with the labium. The relation of the parts

to each other in F.mpis sjjectahilis is shown on PI. II, Fig. 13, while on PI. Ill, Fig. 2',

are shown the maxillary sti'ucturcs o^ l\li(nnj>liomy!ji lonyicauda. In this lattei' figure

we note that the ])arts, except palpifer, are entirely membranous. From tlie basal

sclerite the palj)i arise so a< to form only a continuation of the membrane itself with

an extremely slight attachment to the chitinous paljjifer : and to this very same mem-

l)i'ane there is articulated by a slightly thickened sutui'c the subgalea, united poste-

riorly, but separated in front; and this bears in turn tlie indistinctly segmented gali'a.

This entire structure obviously belongs together and is one organ—necessarily the

maxilla.

A very similar structure is found in C/a/v/so/as- (PI. II, Fig. 11) ami in other species
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of the Tdbanidcu. Now it will be remembei-ed that in this genus I showed the con-

nection of all the labial parts with the mentum, where they normally belong; hence

all the other parts must be, of necessity, maxillary. So we find also in PI. II, Fig. 14,

that the central labellate structure, two of the piercing structures and the maxillary

palpi all arise from a single united basal sclerite, the stipes.

In Eristalis tenax (PI. I, Fig. 3) these labellate structures are shown, turned

aside to expose the labial structures. Here also I showed the presence of labial palpi

in close connection with the ligula and hypopharynx, normally attached to the men-

tum, and again it follows that the other structures must be maxillai-y. Again also

I must call attention to the fact that the palpi are mere continuations of the enveloping

membrane, and that this membrane continues without break to the tip of the labella.

Unless we are to believe that a continuous membrane may give rise to both the maxil-

lary and labial palpi, we cannot possibly consider the labella as labial structure'^.

I have now ti-aced out what seems to me a continuous development of the moditi-

cations of the subgalea and galea, and have shown, I think, that from Pteromalus in

the Hymenoptera to Eristalix in the Diptera, a continuous chain may be constructed,

requiring nowhere any change of character, function or location. Xo disassociation

from other maxillary structures and no connection with labial structures.

In taking up tlie modifications of the palpifer I am confined almost entii'ely to

the Diptera, in Avhich this sclerite is best developed. In Bittacus I showed its devel-

opment to an elongated structure of no particular type or function and of about the

same texture as the galea. In Proniiha I showed its development into a highly spe-

cialized " tentacle," tactile and sensory as well as mechanical in character. In the

Diptera it is quite usually present as an elongated, rigid, chitinous organ adapted for

piercing. It occurs in all the piercing types and is present as a rudiment in many
othei-s. It undergoes a curious and interesting change in function as the Dipterous

mouth changes from the i)iereing to the scraping or lapping type, and as it becomes

fiexed.

The simplest form occurs in those piercing Diptera in which the proboscis is not

flexed. Thus in the Buffalo gnat (PI. II, Fig. 9) it is a stout, semicylindrical piercing

organ, enlarged both at base and at tij), at which latter point it is also toothed. The

connection of the palpus with the subgalea was already shoAvn on PI. I, Fig. 1", and

this shows how the chitinous paljjifer forms part of the combination. The palpifer

arises, normally, outside of the galea
;
yet at the tip it is found in connection with all

the other piei'cing structures inside of that organ. IIow it gets there is illusti-ated in

the Anglesea Simuliid (PI. I, Fig. 2"), whci-c all the maxillary i)arts are shown in

proper connection, and it is seen that the pal])iler enters the galear envelope in the
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incomplete articulation between galea and subgalea. By separating olV the galear

structures, the relation of palpifer and lacinia in Simnlium is illustrated (on PI. I,

Fig. 1'), and the convergence of the two at tip is not distortion, though perhaps a

little exaggerated by pressure. The result of this change of position is that a section

made near the base of the proboscis would show as illustrated on PI. I, Fig. 2\ while

one made nearer the tip would show as in Fig. 1''. Incidentally it will pi'ove interest-

ing to compare these sections with that oi' Bittncs stricjosus (Pi. Ill, Fig. 4''), leaving

out of consideration the abnormal labium of the latter. The resemblance is ijerfect,

and tlu' rc'somblancc expresses fully the actual condition of the matter. A very simi-

lar state of affairs exists in the Asiluh' (PI. Ill, Fig. 1"). Ilei'e the palpifer is the

only maxillary i)iercing organ, and the figure itself shows clearly how easily it would

swing inside the amj^le space left in the subgalea for its entrance. The curvature of

the organ is such, also, that when in place it meets the central ligula so as to form a

solid puncturing organ.

So in Ghrysops (PI. II, Fig. 14) the structure is seen to be similar to that in

Simulium ; but here, as almost everywhere else in the order, it is cylindrical or nearly

so, in marked contrast with the lacinia, which is always flattened.

As we get into types that have lost the piercing habit, the function of the palpifer

fails or changes. If the species have a short, nonflexcd proboscis, it simply dwindles

from disuse. So in Stratiomyia and in LepHs (PI. II, Figs. 1 and 2) it simply forms

a little chitinous appendage to the palpus—a mei-e remnant without function. If on

the other hand, the species are al)le to flex the [)rol)Oscis, another change talces place.

There is needed then some lever to which muscles for flexing can be attached, and no

structure seems to have been so easily ada])table as the palpifer. So Ave find in the

Mnjmkp, where only slight flexion is rccpiired, only a small l)asal extension, shown at

PI. II, Figs. 4 and 3, for Empis spectahili.-< and Mdonchas tnstit<, and at 1*1. Ill, Fig.

2'', for Ithamphomiiia lougiccmda.

In tbe Bomhyliiihr is a step foi'ward. The insects are not prcdaceous, have the

habit of hovering over flowers and using the [)roboscis in feeding in that position.

This requires a much better control, and as a result the basal extension is much better

developed, as shown in PI. II, Figs. G and 7, illustrating Bomhylius and Anthrax.

As we get into types like Eridalis and other Syrphidw, the basal extension be-

comes the most prominent and the piercing portion diminishes in size (PI. II, Fig. 5),

and keeping step with this modification is a gradual separation of the palpus itself

from the jialpifer. This is well illustrated both in ErisUdis and Spha'ro2)7ioria, iiud

this tendency continues until in Lunllia (PI. II, Fig. 10) the separation is complete,

though tlu' piiueing portion of i1k- palpilrr is yet distinguishalilc. In f '(dliphard even
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this disappears and the chitinous rod is entirely disassociated from the palpus. Finally

in Stomoxys calcitrans (PI. II, Fig. 12) there remains nothing to indicate the existence

of any i-elation between the slender chitinous rod and the distant maxillary })alpus. It

is not in the least strange that guesses as to the character of this structure in Musca

domestica should have been so often wide of the mark; though with a proper series as

now shown, its origin is clear.

There I'emains to be accounted for the lacinia, and this in the Diptera is the flat,

blade-like structure generally identified as the mandible. It has been shown that

while the lacinia is often the dominant organ in many mandibulate insects, the tendency

is, on the whole, to a decrease in size, ending in the Hynienoptei-a in its entire elimina-

tion. In the Diptera it is present in the blood-sucking species only, and it may be

identified by its position and its relation to the other maxillary structures. It has

been several times referred to incidentally, and in the Anglesea Simuliid (PI. I, Fig.

2") its relation to the other maxillary parts is shown. In PI. I, Fig. 1*^, is illustrated

the connection between the palpi fer and lacinia in the Simulkim sent me by Mr.

Aldrich. This connection is not fonciful but actual, and no sclerite so intimately con-

nected with an admitted maxillate structure can be anything but maxillary.

Again in CJirysojJS (PI. II, Fig. 14) I have illustrated the fact that all the struc-

tures which I consider maxillary have a common origin. At Fig. 14" I show the lacinia

alone, and it is to be noted that at the base it is modified for attachment with reference

to the palpus. Now unless this is a maxillar}^ sclerite, why should it be modified to

accommodate the maxillai-y palpus ? Does it not seem rather absurd to believe that

this can be a mandible brought to originate from one point with the palpifer and modi-

fied to allow it to envelope at base the maxillary jialpus V

One of the most serious ditiiculties in the way of the proper understanding of the

mouth parts of haustellate insects has been the desire to provide for the mandibles on

the theoi-y that they are among the permanent structures. Yet I cannot understand

why this should necessarily be the case. When functional, mandibles are essentially

chewing or biting organs, and when the insects do not require such structures, it seems

to me most natural that they should become obsolete : and that is exactly what has

occurred according to my reading of the fiicts. Their functional character never

changes ; they simply dwindle from disuse and gradually disappear. So we find them

in the Lepidoptcra as mere rudiments, connected with a highly specialized maxilla

;

and in the Rhynchophora they are sometimes mere remnants, occasionally reversed in

position—exactly as I pointed them out in Slmulium. I think that in view of all the

evidence presented by me, none of the piercing organs of the Diptera can be consid-

ered mandibles, and I cannot even yet, after carefully weighing all that Dr. Packard
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has written, see any reason why the rudimentary striietures at tlie tip of the lal)ral

extension in Simuliwit ai'c not mandibles.

If we refer back again for an instant to tlie Panorj)ids we note (PI. Ill, Fig. 4")

that in Bittacus sln(josiis the origin of tlic mandibles form an extension of a lateral

head sclerite, with the labrnm-epipharynx between them. In I'uaorpa the mouth

structures are much shorter, set on an immensely elongated stipes, and at the tip of

the frontal extension of the head we again have the mandibles, much reduced, with a

small, lai)pet-like labrum-e[)i[)haryn\ between them. Now the situation of the rudi-

ments in Simuliurn corresponds almost exactly with that of the undoubted mandil)les

in I'anorpd rufescens (PL III, Fig. 4'); but in the Umpidre we find a yet more closely

allied structure. I have already called attention to the peculiar elongation of the Iront

of the head in this family, and now if we examine this at tip, in Einpis spectahilis

(PL II, Fig. 13') its very close resemblance to I'anoipa is at once evident. We fnid

a central lappet-likc; structure with a sensitive surface, which looks like and logically

should be the epi[)harynx, and moving below it is a pair of appendages which, in my

opinion, represent mandiljles. They are membranous and probably not functional; but

this is no argument against their charactci'. I believe that the similarity in the appear-

ance between PL III, Fig. 4', and PL II, Fig. 13", is the expression of a true homol-

ogy, and that mandibles in the Dii)tera exist in no other form or situation. It is likely

that other species, showing them much more perfectly, will yet be discovered ;
but so

indeed do I believe that labial palpi, pioperly connected with the mentum, will yet be

found, so distinct in chai'aeter that, even if not functional, thuir homology cannot be

mistaken.

Labrum and epipiiaiynx have l)een freipiently referretl to in the courst' of this

paper, and in the introduction tlie general relation of these two parts has been ex-

plained. Both structures occur in many families of the Diptera. As in the case of

the hypo[)harynx, the epipharynx lias always connected with it a salivary duct. In its

intimate connection with the lahrum it is shown on PL I. Fig. 10', illustrating the

epipharynx of Libelhila. Here the chitinous tube giving passage to the duct is fully

shown. As an exanii)le of a highly developed structure, the eiiipharynx of '' 'oitris

Carolina is shown (PL I, Fig. 4), and here the salivary duet opens among the dense

central mass of spinous processes. The epipharynx of I'olistes w^as relerrcd to in the

description ot the labium, as w^as that of ^n(//'e»a in the connection. In the liemip-

tera the labrum and epipharynx are usually well developed and the salivary duct is in

many cases very well marked.

Among the Diptera some of the lai-gir S)/i/ /ihln have the labium cpiite distinct,

and on the under surface is a sensitive surface into which an obvious duct, with chit-
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inous protecting margins, is led, as shown on PI. Ill, Fig. 10. A much better devel-

oped organ, strongly resembling that in some of the Hemiptera, we find in the Asilidce

(PL III, Fig. 1''), and here also the salivary duct is obvious. The structure in Siiu"-

lium has been already referi-ed to, as has that in the Empidw.

To recajiitulatc concerning themaxilhe: The scleritcs form three series, each of

which has its own possibilities of development. The lacinia never develope into any-

thing other than a chewing or piercing organ and always arises inside of the galea.

The galea varies in the direction of forming an enveloping organ for all the other

mouth parts, and the subgalea eventually unites along one margin for that purpose.

There is a tendency to develop a ridged membrane on the inner surface of the galear

joints which culminates in the pseudotrachea of the muscid labella. The palpifer has

a small range of development, from an unjointed, flexible, tactile organ, to a rigid,

piercing structure ; and as this becomes useless, to a process for the attachment of

muscles used to Hex the proboscis.

It remains only to acknowledge the assistance received from my entomological

friends. Dr. S. W. Williston has from time to time sent me such specimens as I

thought might help me ; Mr. C. W. Johnson has given me numerous species of fami-

lies selected because of apparent differences in the mouth structure ; and to Mr. J. M.

Aldrich I owe many other species in some numbers, among tliem the Simuliid already

referred to. Mr. E. P. Fell kindly sent me specimens of Panorpa and Bittacus, which

enabled me to make a much more complete study of these insects than would have

been otherwise possible. To all these gentlemen, as well as to the others who have in

any wise aided me, I desire to exjjress my thanks.

Concerning the figures—most of them are camera luckla drawings. A few arc

drawn from micro-photographs, assisted by the specimens themselves. The figures

of transections are largely made from actual preparations ; some are redrawn fi'om

other soui'ces, while a few are ideal.
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Explanation of the Plates.

The lutteriug of Ihe paits, llie same lliroughout, and the abbreviations, arc as follows : Lhr, labrum ; epi,

epipbarynx (tlie two sometimes combined as Ibr-epi) ; md, maQdil)le ; ear, cardo ; st, stipes
; pfr, piilpifer ; mp,

maxillary palpus
; ffal, galea ; sj, subgalea ; lac, lacinia ; dii/, digitus ; sm, submentum ; m, meutum ; gl, ligula or

glossa
;
par, paraglossa ; Ip, labial jialpi ; /ii/p, bypopharynx.

J'late I.

Fig. 1. liullalo gnat. 1", galear structures with palpi attached ; 1'', labial structures; l"", lacinia and palpifer ol

Simulium from Aldrich ;
I'i, labrum and labium of Simulium from Aldrich ; l*", transverse section through

middle of mouth of Buffalo gnat.

Fig. 2. Simulium from Auglesea, N. .1. 3", the maxillary structures in llieir actual relation to each otlier ;
2'',

transverse section of mouth parts toward the base of subgalea.

Fig. 3. Jlouth parts of Eristalis tenax. 3", transverse section of same at the middle of subgalea.

Fig. 4. Copris Carolina, epipbarynx.

Fig. 5. Mouth structures of Tipula sp.; 5", the chitinous parts of the same.

Fig. 6. Copris Carolina ; labial structures dissected out and seen from side.

Fig. 7. Copris Carolina ; chitinous part of under side of head.

Fig. 8. Copris Carolina; mandible with the sclerites named and homologized.

Fig. 9. Andrena vicina ; labial structures, with part of epipbarynx attached.

Fig. 10. Libellahi sp. a, the epipharj'nx ; b, the hypopharynx.

Fig. 11. Stomoxys calcilrans ; transverse section through the middle of the ligula.

Fig. 12. Slouth parts of Euparyphus bellus.

riabi II.

Maxillary structure of Leplis sp.

Palpifer of Stratiomyin.

Palpifer of Eulonchus tristis.

Palpifer of Empis sprctabilis.

Palpifer of Spharophoria cylindrica.

Palpifer of Bombylias.

Palpifer of Anthrax.

Palpifer of Chrysojn viitatus.

Palpifer of Simulium.

Palpifer of Lucillia.

Palpifer of Callipfiora.

Palpifer of Stomoxys.

Figs. 10 to 12 inclusive were accidentally reversed in making up the plate.

Fig. 13. Mouth parts of Empis spectabilis. 13", elongated head structure at tip, showing mandibles and epipbarynx ;

13'', transverse section at middle of subgalea.

Fig. 14. Jlouth parts of C/u-ysops tiftalus showing maxillary structures attached together. H", the lacinia ; 14^ pal-

pifer and palpus ; 14'", transverse section at middle of galea.

Fig. 1"). Labial structures of Xenoglossa pruinota. a, transverse section at about middle.

Fig. 16. Labial structures of Periplaneta orientalis.

Fig. 17. Maxillary structures of Uermetia mucent.

Fig. 18. Mouth structures of Foliates metricus. 18", ligula, paraglossa and mouth opening ; 18^ labium as a whole,

with epipbarynx attached ;
18'-', maxilla.

Fig. 19. Maxilla of Olfersia. 19", seen from front ; 19'', seen from behind or below.

Fig.
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riaie III.

Fig. 1. Moulh structures of Asilklti;

—

Laj>hria sp. a, maxilla from front ; 6, same from liebiad ; c, labium ; d, lab-

rum ; e, transverse section of moutli at junction of galea and subgalea.

Fig. 2. Moutli structures of Ramphomyia longicauda. a, tlie labium ; b, maxilla ;
c, extension of front of head ;

d, relation of this extension to the labium.

Fig. 3. Galea of an Andrena allied to vicina.

Fig. 4. Mouth parts of Bittacus strigosus. a, mandibles and labrum ; b, maxilla and labium ; c, mandibles and

labrum—epipharynx of Panorpa rufescens.

Fig. •'i. Labial structures of Erhtalia tenax. 5", transverse section at about middle ; 5^ same at about tip.

Fig. 6. Labial structure of Bombus sp. 6", transection at about middle ;
Ci, same made near tip.

Fig. 7. Labium of Harpalus calignosus.

Fig. 8. Maxilla of Periplaneta orientalis.

Fig. 9. Maxilla of Perlid larva.

Fig. 10. Epipharynx of Eriatalis tenax.

Fig. 11. !Mouth parts of Bibiosp. a, maxilla from behind ; 6, same in front ; c, transection made near the base.

Fig. 12. Labium of Bombus fervidus ; the transections are lined to the portions referred to.

Fig. 13. Labium of Chrysops viitatus ; the transections are lined to the parts referred to.

Fig. 14. Labium of iJcnneiid »iwc«ras.

Fig. 15. Maxillse and labium of Bombus, showing the relation of the parts to each other. v

Fig. 16. Maxilla of Sialis.

Fig. 17. Maxilla of Eydrophihis from upper and lower surface, redrawn from Comstock.

Fig. 18. Maxilla and labium of Ptcromalus, redrawn from Ashmead.

Fig. 19. Maxilla of Pronuba, male.

Fig. 20. Maxilla of Nemognatha.

Fig. 31. Maxilla of Pronuba, female.

Fig. 23. Mouth parts of Locusta from Kolbe. i, labrum ; ii, mandibles ; Hi, maxillas ; iv, labium.
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